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Chapter 891 Chitter! Swoosh! Boom! The next moment, the Sanguis bats 
swooped down and landed in the midst of the people from the four families, 
opening their mouths to tear and bite. They were incredibly ferocious and 
bloodthirsty! Boom! Smack! Thud! The experts from the four families fought 
back, but some of them were still injured.  
 
Then, something strange happened. The experts who were attacked by the 
bats paused for a moment. Their expressions turned extremely fierce, and 
their eyes became bloodshot. Then, they lost their rationality and began 
attacking those around them. “Oh no! These bats can paralyze the nerves. 
Those who’ve been bitten have lost their sanity!” “Spread out!” Everyone 
immediately moved away from each other, fearing the infected individuals. 
“Hmph.” Norvin snorted coldly with an expressionless face, watching as an 
infected expert charged toward him. He struck with a powerful punch. Bam! 
The person’s brain splattered, dying on the spot. Smack! Swoosh! Splatter! 
Damian, Ronald, and Tyrell followed suit, mercilessly slaughtering all those 
who had been infected. Their actions were ruthless and cold–blooded. The 
others were left in stunned silence. Whoosh. Andrius noticed that no bats 
dared to approach the torches. He had an idea and grabbed a torch, swinging 
it at the bats.   
Chapter 892  
 
“This is…” A flash of anger crossed Norvin’s face, but he did not know what to 
say. “Why don’t we clear the debris?” someone said then, then fell silent. With 
half of the mountain collapsed, even a bulldozer would have a hard time 
cleaning it up quickly, let alone them who had to rely solely on manpower. 
“What about the map? Where does the entrance point to?” Norvin shouted at 
the Black Hawk with a dark expression. “There’s no need to look.” Black Hawk 
said helplessly, “It’s a hundred meters into the valley entrance, right at the 
center of the explosion earlier.” Norvin’s expression grew darker at those 
words. Their progress was blocked. Everyone had to sit down and discuss a 
plan. “How about we dig a hole and bury explosives, then blast it again to 
create a path?” Damian looked at everyone. “No.” The Black Hawk shook his 
head. “The amount of explosives is hard to control. Meet again may cause 
changes to the terrain, making the entrance even harder to find.” “How about 
this…” Ronald stepped forward with a proposal. “The five major forces will 
each take responsibility for a specific area and clear a path within our 
designated area. Then, we’ll consider searching for the entrance. “Although 
this method may seem foolish, it’s feasible.” Compared to the previous idea of 



clearing everything, this approach reduced the scope of work, but it was still a 
massive undertaking. As soon as he spoke, Tyrell gave him a fake smile. “I 
don’t know if it’s feasible, but it’s certainly foolish.” Norvin and Damian burst 
into laughter. Ronald glared at them and snorted coldly. “If we don’t do it this 
way, do any of you have a better idea?” Everyone fell silent. However, no one 
started clearing the debris. Soon, night fell. They had to set up camp nearby 
since they were unable to come up with an effective plan. To guard against 
wild beasts and other unknown dangers, each of the major forces lit large 
bonfires. Inside the tent, Andrius and the Black Hawk continued to study the 
map, searching for any potential opportunities. Suddenly, Andrius noticed the 
torch next to him flickering and frowned. Then, the torch flickered again. This 
time, the Black Hawk also noticed. Whoosh… The next moment, they were 
both stunned. It was not the torch that was shaking, but the ground beneath 
their feet. “Oh no! There’s something coming from underground!” Andrius and 
the Black Hawk exchanged a glance and rushed out of the tent. “Come out 
quickly!” Andrius shouted, “There’s something underground. It feels like 
something big!” The shout immediately woke everyone up in the silent night. 
Wade and Kate immediately came out with the Medicine Sect members. The 
Swallows, the Anders, the Sheppards, and the Fullers also came out. “What’s 
going on?” Norvin stared at Andrius in annoyance. “You keep causing trouble 
or coming up with excuses just because we told you to find the treasure. Now, 
you’re doing this… “Andrius, are you trying to wear us down with this 
method?” At his words, the other three family members‘ expressions changed. 
The three family heads looked at Andrius with unfriendly eyes. Kate saw this 
and was just about to defend Andrius. At that moment… Crack! Crack, crack! 
There was suddenly a tremendous tremor from deep underground. The 
ground shook, and the entire mountain trembled! “What the hell’s going on?” 
“It seems like this thing might really be trouble!” “Everyone, be careful. Watch 
your step and stay alert!” “Keep your guard up!” Immediately, Wade, Norvin, 
and the others instructed their men. Andrius and the Black Hawk were also on 
guard. Whoosh… Just then, in the area where the movement was most 
violent, something suddenly burst out in all directions. For a moment, gravel 
and rocks were sent flying. Everyone stood in a safe place and stared at the 
scene. Swoosh… The next moment, a tendril suddenly emerged from the 
hole, moving at lightning speed and lashing toward the nearest expert. 
Whoosh! Swoosh! 
Chapter 893 Swoosh, swoosh! At that moment, numerous tendrils emerge 
one after another in the areas where the underground movements were the 
most intense, launching fierce attacks on the nearest targets. For a while, 
chaos and panic spread. Andrius watched it all clearly. These tendrils 
appeared to be extremely tough vines. Even the family heads struggled to 



break them with a single move. The high–level experts of each family who 
were entangled by the tendrils found themselves in dire straits. The situation 
instantly became unfavorable. Swoosh! Whoosh, whoosh! Andrius observed 
the situation while constantly dodging to avoid direct attacks from the tendrils. 
He noticed the nearby campfire and had a bold idea. In theory, tendrils were a 
type of plant and should be somewhat afraid of fire. Thus, Andrius picked up a 
torch to fend off the tendrils. However… Once the tendrils sensed the 
presence of fire, they became incredibly aggressive. Their strikes became 
even faster and their strength more formidable than before. “Could it be…” 
Andrius frowned and threw the torch back into the campfire. Sure enough, the 
next second, the tendrils suddenly returned to their previous state.  
 
With this discovery, Andrius immediately informed everyone, “Everyone! The 
campfires seem to agitate these unknown plants and provoke their attacks. 
Try extinguishing the campfires.” Extinguish the campfires in this pitch–black 
night? The four family heads exchanged glances and hesitated. Swoosh! 
However, the leader of the Medicine Sect, Wade, slapped his palm on the 
Medicine Sect campfire, extinguishing it and leaving only thick black smoke. 
Rustle… Whoosh… Immediately, the tendrils that had been attacking in this 
direction retracted. Seeing this, the four families also extinguished their 
campfires. Swoosh, swoosh, swoosh… Swish, swish, swish… Then, all the 
tendrils stopped their attacks and slowly retreated deep underground. 
Everything became calm again. The battle came to an end. The Swallows had 
once again lost several high–level experts, and Norvin questioned in 
displeasure, “Goddammit. What the hell is going on?” The Black Hawk said 
slowly, “I’ve read about a type of vine in ancient texts called the ‘Dousing 
Vine‘. It can sleep deep underground for hundreds or even thousands of 
years. However, it wakes up from its slumber when it encounters fire. “Due to 
its long dormancy of hundreds or even thousands of years, its growth is 
extremely terrifying. Even a single tendril possesses tremendous power, 
making it incredibly challenging for even high–level martial experts to deal 
with it. Sure enough, as the former leader of the Hawkeye Group, the Black 
Hawk was a walking encyclopedia. “Fuck! Are the Kleins sick in the head?” 
“First, it was Sanguis bats, then it was Dousing Vines. They must be insane.” 
“Goddammit. Fortunately, we discovered it early, otherwise the losses 
would’ve been even greater.” Norvin, Tyrell, and the other family heads were 
clearly very unhappy after they counted their losses. Norvin glanced at the 
Medicine Sect members and snorted coldly. “Wade Klein! Did you already 
know about these deadly traps? Otherwise, why are your losses so minimal?” 
As he spoke, the other three family heads‘ expressions also changed. They 
looked at Wade with unfriendly eyes. “Nonsense.” Wade rolled his eyes. “You 



guys rushed in like madmen. Of course, you suffered heavy casualties.” 
“Ridiculous!” Norvin snorted coldly. “The Medicine Sect must be deliberately 
playing tricks behind the scenes, causing these things to keep attacking us! 
You’re going too far, Wade. How could you use such despicable means? 
Don’t blame me for being impolite!” At that point, Norvin was ready to take 
action. Wade did not back down and glared angrily at him. The two sides were 
about to fight. “It’s a natural occurrence.” At the critical moment, Andrius 
stepped forward and said slowly, “The treasure map clearly states that the 
entrance to the treasure is at the convergence of the Yin and Yang poles. 
“During the day, this place is inhabited by the Sanguis bats that prepare 
darkness, and they were wiped out by powerful weapons like explosives. “At 
night, we were attacked by the Dousing Vines which dislike flames, and they 
silently retreated after we extinguished all the campfires. “Isn’t that a portrayal 
of the convergence of Yin and Yang? What’s there to argue about?” With 
Andrius‘ words, the family heads thought it over and understood. “It seems 
he’s right.” “Damn it, what’s this Yin and Yang nonsense? It’s just trouble!” 
“Fuck, why did they make it so complicated? It’s like they’re deliberately trying 
to provoke us.” The tense standoff came to an end with a lot of grumbling. 
Just as everyone was preparing to return to their respective tents for a good 
rest, Andrius suddenly pointed to a distant cave entrance. “Do you think that 
might be the entrance to the treasure?”   
Chapter 894  
 
The cave was left behind by the Dousing Vines. Countless tendrils had 
suddenly emerged from various places on the ground. However, when they 
retreated, they followed this entrance. Therefore, Andrius had a sudden idea. 
“Andrius, you rascal.” Norvin stared at the dark cave entrance and said, “You 
know very well that this is the entrance left behind by that monster, but you 
want us to go in and die.” As soon as he said that, the other three family 
heads also sneered sarcastically. “That damned thing can’t be killed at all. We 
can only break a few tendrils at most. It won’t affect the overall situation. Are 
you trying to use us as pawns in your scheme?” “Your plan is too despicable.” 
“Andrius, we can go in, but you have to enter first to explore and confirm the 
safety inside.” Damian, Ronald, and Tyrell each express their opinions. The 
Dousing Vine left too deep an impression on them. In this deep night, if that 
thing suddenly attacked when they were deep underground, it would be a big 
problem. They might not even have a chance to escape. “Heh.” Wade glanced 
at them and snorted in disdain. “It’s my first time seeing someone speak so 
righteously about being afraid of death. “Medicine Sect, follow me.” Then, he 
led the way into the cave. Kate, Andrius, the Black Hawk, and the other 
Medicine Sect members followed him. “This…” Norvin looked at the 



disappearing figures in the darkness, and a fierce glint flashed in his eyes. He 
shouted, “Swallows, follow me in.” Since the Medicine Sect and Andrius 
entered, it was highly likely that the treasure was inside. If they went in later, 
the Medicine Sect might take the treasure all for themselves. “Sheppards, 
follow me!” “Anders, don’t fall behind!” “Fullers, keep close and don’t lag 
behind!” After the Swallow family entered, everyone else followed suit. The 
once lively wilderness suddenly became quiet. Suddenly, a slim figure 
appeared from the darkness at the entrance. He muttered to himself while 
looking at the pitch–black cave entrance, “They’ve all entered.” It was none 
other than Old Hagstorm! 2/3 Inside the darkness of the cave, it looked like 
the ancient chaos before creation. Even the light from the torches in their 
hands was swallowed by the darkness, only illuminating a very small area. 
Andrius and the Black Hawk walked in front, followed by Wade, Kate, and the 
other Medicine Sect experts. Further behind were the four great families. After 
about ten minutes of walking, the terrain gradually became smoother. They 
were working on a clear path that sloped downward continuously. It was not 
as winding and humid as expected, and it turned out to be quite a refined 
underground world. They kept walking and walking. After about half an hour, 
they arrived at a somewhat spacious hall that could accommodate everyone 
who had arrived. At the end of the hall was a stone door. “This should be the 
location of the treasure.” Norvin walked forward and touched the stone door, 
his eyes glimmering with excitement. Wade, Damian, Ronald, and Tyrell also 
came to the front of the stone door, each with different expressions. It was 
clear they harbored their own thoughts. Andrius and the Black Hawk 
exchanged glances but remained silent. After touching the stone door, Norvin 
looked at the other family heads and Wade, saying eagerly, “Since this should 
be the treasure’s location, I suggest we break open the door and seize the 
treasure!” Wade did not speak. Damian, Ronald, and Tyrell were very eager. 
However, the four looked at Wade, waiting for his opinion. As for Andrius and 
the Black Hawk, they could be ignored. There was no need to consider their 
thoughts. “No.” Before Wade could speak, Andrius suddenly said, “While this 
is indeed a location of the treasurer, no one knows what traps might be inside. 
“Rushing to break open the door might bring unforeseen danger.” Andrius 
suggested they stay cautious. However, the four family heads completely 
disregarded his words “Andrius, if you’re afraid of death, you can just stay 
back Since they found the treasure’s location, Andrius was of no use 
anymore. Norvin could not be bothered to care about the words of a useless 
person and scolded mercilessly. “That’s right. Since we came to search for 
treasure, we’re naturally well prepared. Even if there are sacrifices, they’re 
insignificant compared to the enormous gains. ” Damian’s view was similar to 
Norvin’s. 3/3 “Traps… With our skills, even if there are mountains of blades 



and seas of fire inside, we can easily get through them. Why hesitate and be 
overly cautious?” Tyrell’s view was not much different from Damian. “Stop 
dawdling.” Ronald urged disdainfully, “Since we’ve already reached the 
treasure’s location, let’s get inside and grab the treasure as quickly as 
possible. My knife is itching for some action.” The four family heads did not 
consider the risks mentioned by Andrius at all. With Ronald’s words… 
1/3 Chapter 895 Norvin was confident in his extraordinary strength and 
approached the stone door. He gathered his strength and struck it with a 
palm. Rumble… With a violent sound, cracks appeared on the stone door. 
“Again!” “The stone door is nothing!” “Norvin, you’re truly unparalleled. We all 
admire you.” The three family heads urged Norvin to continue striking while 
praising him. Bam! Bam! Bam! Norvin delivered three more palm strikes to the 
same spot on the stone door. Rumble… Finally, the stone door which had 
been standing for countless years, could no longer fulfill its purpose after 
being struck by Norvin’s powerful inner energy. It shattered into pieces, and 
debris and dust flew in all directions. At that moment… Swoosh… Norvin 
seemed to see something terrifying and suddenly flew backward, shouting, 
“Everyone, retreat!” The others did not understand, but they did not dare to 
take it lightly and immediately moved back Fwish… The next moment, a 
greenish poisonous fluid surged from behind the stone door. Norvin breaking 
the stone door also broke the seal on the poisonous fluid! “Argh  
 
“Ugh…” “No…” “Hrk, ah…” The few who were slow to react were 
contaminated by the poisonous fluid. In just a few seconds, the poisonous 
fluid corroded the area it touched, then spread throughout their bodies, turning 
them into dried bones Only one person who reacted quickly and acted 
decisively cut off his own left arm, saving his life. Chapter 895 The poisonous 
fluid spread quickly. In less than three minutes, the entire hall was covered by 
a deep layer of it. Everyone could only retreat outside the hall. Fortunately, the 
slope they had passed through earlier prevented the poisonous fluid from 
spreading further. This time, Andrius, the Black Hawk, and the members of 
the Medicine Sect had taken precautions and avoided any harm. The four 
great families stood outside the stone door, eager to enter, so they all had 
casualties. Now, the poisonous fluid had become a pool, blocking the path 
between everyone and the treasure chamber. It was like an insurmountable 
barrier, continuously bubbling and hissing. No one dared to make any rash 
moves. Even though Norvin had the ability to cross the poisonous pool with 
his skill, he did not dare to act recklessly in the face of the unknown on the 
other side. For a while, their progress was at a standstill. “Hm?” Wade 
approached the edge of the poisonous pool. He held an unknown pearl in his 
hand and dipped half of it into the poison. Sizzle… It immediately began to 



sizzle. “So, it’s that…” Wade was using a precious item to identify the type of 
poison. After getting the answer, he took out a bottle from his pocket, removed 
the stopper, and poured the liquid inside into the poisonous pool. Splish, 
splish, splish…. As soon as the liquid entered the pool, it began to sizzle 
vigorously. Tss, Iss…. Then, Wade took out a bag of powder and tossed it into 
the center of the poisonous pool along with its packaging. The packaging 
dissolved at a speed visible to the naked eye. The powder inside interacted 
violently with the sizzling poison, calming it down and gradually changing its 
color from vibrant green to a paler shade. Finally, everything became calm. 
“It’s safe now,” Wade said to the members of the four major families. 
However, Norvin, Damian, Ronald, and Tyrell did not act immediately. They 
were still wary of Wade and did not dare to act recklessly Wade glanced at 
them, curled his lips, and led the Medicine Sect disciples to walk over to the 
other side of the stone door. Andrius and the Black Hawk followed. The 
members of the four families became anxious when they saw the Medicine 
Sect leave. Swoosh… Norvin found a fresh branch from somewhere and 
threw it into the poisonous pool. The branch floated on the surface without any 
change. “It should be fine now.” “Wade won’t risk offending all four of our 
families by playing tricks.” “Let’s hurry or we’ll miss our chance.” “Let’s go!” 
The four hesitated for a moment but eventually followed, wading into the 
poisonous pool. After confirming it was safe… “Quick! Don’t let the Medicine 
Sect get ahead.” “Hurry up. Now is the critical moment to seize the treasure!” 
“Don’t lag behind!” They quickly advanced and soon caught up with the 
Medicine Sect members. Half a minute later, everyone had crossed the 
poisonous pool, passed through the stone door’s passage, and entered a 
brand–new world inside. As soon as they entered, everyone was stunned. 3/3 
 

 

 


